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Abstract—In this paper, we consider a distributed joint radar-
communication (JRC) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
system that performs both radar and communication objectives
simultaneously. By introducing radar and communication per-
formance metrics, optimized power allocation is achieved for
different transmitters of the JRC system. The objective of the
radar subsystem is to achieve a desired target localization accu-
racy quantified in terms of the Cramer-Rao bound of the location
estimates, whereas the objective of the communication subsystem
is to improve the classical Shannon capacity. First, we consider
non-cooperative radar- and communication-centric operations,
and the power allocations are respectively optimized for these
cases. Next, we present two novel resource allocation strategies
for the cooperative JRC system. In the first strategy, joint
resource optimization for radar and communication subsystems is
performed by exploiting the same waveform resources, resulting
in high spectrum efficiency. The second approach provides
enhanced flexibility by exploiting separate sets of waveforms
that are respectively dedicated to the radar and communication
subsystems, enabling the JRC system to independently change
radar subsystem waveforms based only on the radar surveil-
lance profile, without impacting the communication subsystem
waveforms. Simulation results clearly demonstrate significant
performance gain of the proposed cooperative JRC system over
radar- or communication-centric power allocation schemes.

Keywords: Joint radar-communications, distributed MIMO
radar, power allocation, target localization, Shannon capacity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spectrum sharing has attracted significant research attention
in the past decade due to the ongoing congestion of spectral
resources [1–5]. Modern communication systems require the
expansion of existing spectral allocations in order to support
higher data rates. Moreover, emerging technical innovations,
like Internet-of-Things, require new frequency allocations for
their successful deployment. In this context, significant efforts
have been made in the field of cognitive radios to efficiently
manage the utilization of frequency bands [6]. Recently, the
coexistence of multiple applications within the same frequency
bands has been proposed to mitigate the spectral congestion
problem by simultaneously sharing the same spectral resources
for multiple applications [7–11]. Joint radar-communications
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(JRC) is an important example of such systems that perform
the secondary communication operation in addition to the
primary radar function while utilizing the same frequency
resources [4, 12–20]. Recent studies have also investigated
the applications of radar-communication spectrum sharing in
context of parameter estimation problems [21–23].

In JRC systems, the transmitted waveform satisfies the
objectives of both radar and communication subsystems. The
radar function is considered to be the principal objective
of the JRC system whereas the communication operation is
secondary. Different types of JRC systems have been discussed
in the literature and can be loosely divided into three main
categories [4, 5]. The first type of JRC system employs a
single transmit antenna that broadcasts dual-purpose wave-
forms performing radar and communication operations. The
performance of such systems has been rigorously discussed
in the literature by exploiting waveform diversity [12] or
popular communication waveforms [7, 24–28]. The second
type of JRC system consists of a transmit antenna array that
employs adaptive beamforming along with waveform diversity
to transmit different sensing and information streams respec-
tively towards radar and communication directions [5, 14–
17, 19, 20]. Finally, the third type of JRC system consists of
distributed transmitters and receivers that collectively perform
radar and communication tasks simultaneously [29–32].

Resource allocation for JRC systems has recently become
a topic of great research interest. For single transmitter-based
JRC systems, the resource allocation problem was addressed
by optimizing the transmit power of different subcarriers
depending on the propagation channels of radar and commu-
nication users [4, 24–26]. In beamforming-based JRC systems
where the number of hardware up-conversion chains is far
less than the number of available transmit antennas, resource
allocation was discussed in terms of the optimized antenna
selection profile by exploiting convex optimization approaches
[4, 5, 33, 34].

In our previous study on distributed JRC [4, 29, 30], we ex-
ploited target localization error minimization and water-filling
approach to carry out power allocation for joint radar and
communication transmission. In this paper, we respectively
exploit Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) and Shannon capacity as the
radar and communication system objectives, and both sum and
worst-case communication capacities are considered. In the
proposed approaches, both radar and communication functions
can share the transmit waveforms, or separate waveforms can
be designed so that they are dedicated to their respective
functions.

Reference [31] studied a distributed JRC scheme with a
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focus on minimizing the probability of intercept. It exploits
the same signal model as in [4, 29] and, unlike this work,
it does not address the design and analysis of radar and
communication objectives, nor does it consider the shared
or dedicated waveform concept. A heterogeneous co-existing
radar and communication approach for distributed communi-
cation and colocated MIMO radars is presented in [35]. On the
other hand, our approach considers a shared physical platform
that serves both radar and communication objectives and, as a
result, inherently enjoys reduced coupling between radars and
communications.

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar systems with
widely distributed antennas are well-known to offer improved
localization capabilities due to their enhanced spatial spread
[36]. Extensive studies on distributed MIMO radars are avail-
able that address target localization accuracy based on the
transmit power, bandwidth, as well as the number and the
locations of transmit and receive antennas [37, 38]. Resource-
aware designs are very important in order to reduce the
operational cost and achieve optimized performance of sensor
nodes or antennas in the network.

The participating radars in distributed radar networks can
be connected with ground stations, fusion centers, or in a
distributed fashion using wireless links. Therefore, modern
distributed radars need to perform the radar and commu-
nication functions simultaneously while considering the on-
site resource constraints. Moreover, resource-aware distributed
and multi-layered platforms, such as unmanned aerial net-
work (UAV) networks, also desire simultaneous sensing and
communication operations exploiting the same hardware and
waveform resources.

In this paper, we propose novel optimized resource-aware
strategies for distributed JRC MIMO systems that provide
improved performance of both radar and communication sub-
systems. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We present radar and communication quality metrics
for distributed JRC systems that can be exploited to
simultaneously optimize power allocation and achieve
improved system performance. Subsequently, power al-
location for radar- and communication-centric operations
is presented that serves as the baseline for the evaluation
of cooperative JRC system performance.

• We develop a strategy to optimize cooperative power
allocation for JRC system where both radar and commu-
nication subsystems share the same waveform resources
to satisfy their goals resulting in high spectrum efficiency.

• We extend the distributed JRC power allocation scheme
for the case where radar and communication subsystems
respectively exploit their dedicated waveforms. By using
this strategy, the JRC system enjoys the flexibility of
changing the radar waveform depending on the surveil-
lance profile of the radar subsystem.

• For all the proposed power allocation strategies, we
provide mathematical formulations that enable sum- as
well as worst-case Shannon capacity optimization for the
communication subsystem while successfully achieving
the desired localization performance for the radar sub-
system.

Fig. 1: Distributed JRC MIMO system showing one target,
three dual-purpose transmitters, four radar receivers, and two
communication receivers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Signal
models and necessary preliminaries are introduced in Section
II. In Section III, we present the performance metrics that
enable power allocation strategies for distributed JRC system.
Optimized power allocation for radar- and communication-
centric operations is considered in Section IV and serves as the
baseline for the performance evaluation of the cooperative JRC
systems. Power allocation for the cooperative JRC system ex-
ploiting shared or dedicated waveform resources is presented
in Section V. Section VI illustrates an example of information
embedding strategy for the distributed JRC system that enables
the transfer of communication information. Simulation results
are presented in Section VII, whereas Section VIII concludes
the paper.

Notations: We use lower-case and upper-case bold letters to
represent vectors and matrices, respectively. In particular, 1M

denotes a column vector of length M consisting of all ones.
The superscripts (·)T, (·)H, and (·)∗ represent the transpose,
conjugate transpose, and conjugate operators, respectively,
whereas E{·} shows the expectation operator. Moreover, the
notation [A]k,l denotes the element on kth row and lth column
of matrix A, and ψ ∈ Ψ represents an element ψ that is the
member of set Ψ. Furthermore, | · | returns an absolute value
and log(·) denotes base-2 logarithm.

II. DISTRIBUTED JRC SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a distributed JRC MIMO system consisting of M
dual-purpose transmitters, N radar receivers, and R communi-
cation receivers arbitrarily located in a two-dimensional (2-D)
coordinate system at locations (xmtx , ymtx), (xnrx , ynrx), and
(xrcom , yrcom), respectively, where 1 ≤ m ≤ M , 1 ≤ n ≤ N ,
and 1 ≤ r ≤ R. Fig. 1 illustrates the distributed JRC MIMO
system.

The transmitters emit dual-purpose waveforms that serve
the objectives of both radar and communication subsystems.
Denote pmtx

as the transmit power of the mth transmitter, and
pmtx,min and pmtx,max the minimum and maximum allowable
powers that can be transmitted from this transmitter. We
express the actual, minimum, and maximum possible transmit
powers of all the JRC transmitters in the vector form, each
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having a size of M × 1, as follows:

ptx = [p1tx , p2tx , . . . , pMtx
]T,

ptx,min = [p1tx,min
, p2tx,min

, . . . , pMtx,min
]T,

ptx,max = [p1tx,max , p2tx,max , . . . , pMtx,max ]
T.

(1)

Furthermore, we denote Ptotalmax
as the maximum allowable

power that can be transmitted from all JRC transmitters
collectively, such that

M∑
m=1

pmtx
= 1T

Mptx = Ptotal ≤ Ptotalmax
. (2)

The signal model of the radar and communication sub-
systems are respectively discussed in the following two sub-
sections.

A. Radar subsystem

The radar subsystem acts as a distributed MIMO radar
system whose primary objective is to detect targets and track
their locations. Assume an extended target composed of a
collection of several point scatterers. According to [37, 39],
the target return for this case can be approximated by a point
scatterer having a center of mass at location (x, y) if the
target is moving slowly. The complete information of the
target is determined by the distance between the target and
to MIMO transmitters, the distance between the target and the
receivers, and the radar cross-section (RCS) that measures the
detectability of the target by the radar subsystem. The RCS is
given by hm,n for the path traversed by the waveform from
the mth transmitter to the target and back to the nth radar
receiver of the distributed MIMO system.

The effective range between the target and the mth trans-
mitter can be given as

Dmtx
=
√
(x− xmtx

)2 + (y − ymtx
)2, (3)

whereas the range between the target and the nth receiver is
given as

Dnrx =
√
(x− xnrx)

2 + (y − ynrx)
2. (4)

The propagation delay τm,n due to the propagation path from
the mth transmitter to the target and from the target to the nth
receiver is expressed as

τm,n =
Dmtx +Dnrx

c
, (5)

where c is the propagation velocity of the transmitted signals.
During each radar pulse, the mth dual-purpose transmitter

radiates an orthogonal waveform sm(t) which ideally tends to
satisfy

1

T

∫ T

0

sm1
(t−ζ1)s∗m2

(t−ζ2)dt ≈
{

1, m1 = m2, ζ1 = ζ2,
0, m2 ̸= m2,

(6)
for m1,m2 = 1, · · · ,M , where T is the duration of a pulse, t
is the fast time, and ζ1 and ζ2 are the propagation delays. The
autocorrelation between the delayed versions of the waveforms
is ideally close to zero only if the ratio 1/|ζ1−ζ2| is less than
the bandwidth. Note that there are several available methods
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Fig. 2: A distributed JRC MIMO system illustrated with
three dual-purpose transmitters, three radar receivers, and two
communication receivers.
that can be used to design appropriate waveforms for dis-
tributed MIMO radar as well as for wireless communications
[40–42].

The estimation of the target location can be done either
in a coherent or non-coherent manner. Coherent processing
considers the synchronization of both phase and time for
distributed MIMO transmitters and receivers, whereas non-
coherent processing only relies on time synchronization [37].
Without loss of generality, we consider the latter and assume
the case where the JRC transmitters and the radar receivers
are not required to be phase synchronized. In this case, the
time delay information of the target is achieved from the
variations in the envelope of the transmit signals. For non-
coherent case, the radar return signal transmitted by the mth
transmitter, reflected by the target, and received at the nth
receiver is expressed as:

sradm,n(t) =
√
αm,npmtxhm,nsm(t− τm,n) + wrad

m,n(t), (7)

where wrad
m,n(t) ∼ CN (0, σ2

w) represents the circularly sym-
metric zero-mean complex white Gaussian noise. Moreover,
αm,n represents the signal variation due to path loss effects,
given by [39]

αm,n =
λ2

(4π)3D2
mtx

D2
nrx

, (8)

where λ is the signal wavelength.
In general, radar operations are considered to have search

mode and track mode. In the search mode, no channel state
information is assumed and, in particular, new targets need
to be detected and localized. In the track mode, the previous
states of all targets are known and the system updates their
new positions and the associated channels over time [43]. To
focus on the optimized resource allocation, we assume that
the target RCS hm,n and the location of the target (x, y) are
known or estimated by the JRC system and are updated over
time.

B. Communication subsystem

We can express the signal transmitted by the mth JRC
transmitter and received at the rth communication receiver
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(1 ≤ r ≤ R) as

scomm,r (t) =
√
βm,rpmtxgm,rsm(t− κm,r) + wcom

m,r (t). (9)

Here, gm,r denotes the complex channel gain between the mth
JRC transmitter and the rth communication receiver, κm,r is
the respective propagation delay, and βm,r ∝ D̄−2

m,r incorpo-
rates the path loss effects, where D̄m,r is the distance between
the mth transmitter and the rth communication receiver, given
by

D̄m,r =
√

(xrcom − xmtx
)2 + (yrcom − ymtx

)2. (10)

We assume wcom
m,r (t) ∼ CN (0, σ̄2

m,r) to be circu-
larly complex white Gaussian noise whose statistics are
known at the transmitters. The channel state informa-
tion, expressed as the complex channel gain vector g =
[g1,1, g1,2, . . . , gM,1, . . . , gM,R]

T, is also assumed known at
the JRC transmitters and at the fusion center as this informa-
tion can be initially obtained from the initial alignment stage
of the communication subsystem and then kept tracked during
its operation [44]. We also assume that the signals reflected
from the target and received at each communication receiver
have a significantly lower magnitude compared to the line-of-
sight transmission from the transmitters and, thus, are ignored.

III. PERFORMANCE METRICS

In this section, we discuss the performance metrics of the
radar and communication subsystems that are used to address
the resource allocation problem for the distributed JRC MIMO
system. Our objective is to optimally allocate the maximum
available power among the JRC dual-purpose transmitters.

A. Radar subsystem

The radar subsystem performance is evaluated in terms of
the CRB representing the lower bound on the mean squared
error (MSE) of the target’s location estimates. Define the
unknown parameter vector θ = [x, y,hT]T where h =
[h1,1, · · · , h1,N , h2,1, · · · , hM,N ]T. We assume that coarse es-
timates of θ are available by the JRC system from the previous
cycles. For the vector parameter θ, the CRB submatrix associ-
ated with the localization error can be expressed as [4, 37, 38]

Cx,y(ptx) =

{
M∑

m=1

pmtx

[
qam

qcm
qcm qbm

]}−1

, (11)

where

qam
=ξm

N∑
n=1

αm,n|hm,n|2
(
xmtx

− x

Dmtx

+
xnrx

− x

Dnrx

)2

,

qbm =ξm

N∑
n=1

αm,n|hm,n|2
(
ymtx

− x

Dmtx

+
ynrx

− x

Dnrx

)2

,

qcm =ξm

N∑
n=1

αm,n|hm,n|2
(
xmtx − x

Dmtx

+
xnrx − x

Dnrx

)
·
(
ymtx

− x

Dmtx

+
ynrx

− x

Dnrx

)
,

ξm =8π2B2
m/(σ

2
wc

2),

(12)

and Bm is the effective bandwidth of the signal transmitted
from the mth transmitter. Following additional matrix mani-
pulations, the trace of Cx,y(ptx) can be expressed as

σ2
x,y(ptx) = tr{Cx,y(ptx)} =

qTptx

pT
txAptx

, (13)

Here,
q = qa + qb, A = qaq

T
b − qcq

T
c , (14)

such that qa = [qa1 , qa2 , . . . , qaM
]T, qb =

[qb1 , qb2 , . . . , qbM ]T, and qc = [qc1 , qc2 , . . . , qcM ]T. For the
case of uniform power allocation, i.e., ptx = 1M , the trace
of the CRB matrix takes the form of σ2

x,y(ptx) =
1
p̄

qT1M

1T
MA1M

,
where p̄ = 1

M Ptotal [38].
Since coarse estimates of θ are known at the JRC system

from the previous cycles, we can use these estimates to
determine the localization MSE σ2

x,y(ptx) and subsequently
optimize the power allocation profile of the JRC system.
Meanwhile, the estimates of σ2

x,y(ptx) are continuously up-
dated based on the signals reflected by the target and received
at the radar receivers.

B. Communication subsystem

We assume that the channel state information of the com-
munication receivers is known by the JRC MIMO system
from the communication history and the waveforms transmit-
ted from each JRC transmitter are broadcast to all intended
communication receivers. Moreover, the waveforms used by
the JRC MIMO system for the communication purpose are
also assumed to be known at the communication receivers
[15, 17, 29]. We use Shannon capacity, representing the
maximum possible data rate that can be achieved, to eval-
uate the performance of the communication subsystem. The
Shannon capacity between the mth JRC transmitter and the
rth communication receiver is expressed as

ℜm,r = log

(
1 +

βm,r|gm,r|2pmtx

σ2
m,r

)
= log

(
1 +

pmtx

γm,r

)
,

(15)
where γm,r = σ2

m,r/(βm,r|gm,r|2). The Shannon capacity is
a theoretical limit that cannot be achieved in practice, but as
link level design techniques improve, data rates for the additive
white noise channels approach this theoretical bound [45].

We use two different types of performance metrics to
evaluate the entire communication subsystem. The first metric
is to maximize the sum capacity represented as

ℜsum =

R∑
r=1

M∑
m=1

ℜm,r =

R∑
r=1

M∑
m=1

log

(
1 +

pmtx

γm,r

)
. (16)

The problem of maximizing such sum capacity can also
be represented as a least-squares optimization problem by
employing the water-filling approach [4, 29].

When maximizing the sum capacity, it is possible that some
communication receivers having poor channel conditions are
completely ignored. This can lead to an undesirable situation
for the users of critical importance. To mitigate this problem,
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in the second performance metric, we consider the worst-
case capacity of the communication receivers. This criterion
is expressed as

ℜworst = min
r

(
M∑

m=1

ℜm,r

)
= min

r

(
M∑

m=1

log

(
1 +

pmtx

γm,r

))
.

(17)
Worst-case Shannon capacity is an important metric for

communication systems involving critical infrastructure that
cannot tolerate being ignored in case they have poor channel
conditions. However, when this metric is used, a significant
portion of the resources may be drained in communication
channels that have poor conditions. Therefore, design en-
gineers should be cautious when choosing the performance
metrics for the JRC systems.

IV. OPTIMIZED POWER ALLOCATION FOR INDIVIDUAL
RADAR AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

In this section, we discuss the optimized power allocation
for the scenario when the complete system is dedicated to
either the radar or the communication task. It results in
optimized power allocation for the cases when either the
radar or the communication function is considered to have
a dominant priority. The performance achieved for these cases
can serve as a baseline for comparison with the performance
achieved by the JRC system.

A. Radar-only operation

The optimal power allocation for radar-only operation can
be expressed as follows [38]:

min
ptx

σ2
x,y(ptx)

subject to ptx,min ≤ ptx ≤ ptx,max,

1T
Mptx ≤ Ptotalmax

.

(18)

The objective function σ2
x,y(ptx) used in the above op-

timization problem is non-convex. Following the proce-
dure used in [38], we first replace minptx [σ

2
x,y(ptx)] with

maxptx
[σ2

x,y(ptx)]
−1. Using Eq. (13) and the subsequent

discussion on σ2
x,y(ptx), problem (18) can be converted into

the following convex form:

max
ptx

qTptx

subject to ptx,min ≤ ptx ≤ ptx,max,

1T
Mptx ≤ Ptotalmax

.

(19)

The optimization problem (19) tends to minimize the lo-
calization MSE for the distributed MIMO radar such that the
maximum available power is utilized. The optimal solution to
problem (19) can be further used as the starting point of a local
optimization algorithm applied to the original non-convex
problem (18) [38]. In this case, the radar subsystem achieves
the best localization performance as the maximum transmit
power is optimally allocated to the transmitters, resulting in
the lowest localization MSE given by ηopt.

Unlike the above optimization strategy where all the avail-
able power is used for the radar task, resulting in the lowest

localization error ηopt, an alternative strategy to optimize
the radar subsystem is to minimize the total transmit power
while satisfying the desired localization performance. Consider
the maximum acceptable localization error ηaccept such that
ηaccept > ηopt, the radar subsystem can minimize its power
utilization as follows:

min
ptx

1T
Mptx

subject to σ2
x,y(ptx) ≤ ηaccept,

ptx,min ≤ ptx ≤ ptx,max,

(20)

The optimization problem (20) is non-convex due to the con-
straint involving σ2

x,y(ptx). We can first restrict this constraint
to equality, i.e., σ2

x,y(ptx) = ηaccept. According to Eq. (13),
this leads to the equality ηacceptp

T
txAptx − qTptx = 0. Ac-

cordingly, the problem (20) can be relaxed into the following
convex form [38]:

min
ptx

1T
Mptx

subject to q− ηacceptAptx ≤ 0,

ptx,min ≤ ptx ≤ ptx,max.

(21)

The solution to the relaxed convex optimization problem (21)
yields the optimized transmit power that tends to achieve
localization MSE less than ηaccept.

B. Communication-only operation

Traditionally, communication systems maximize their per-
formance by employing the maximum allowable power. For
the case of maximizing the sum capacity, the optimal power
allocation using the maximum allowable transmit power can
be achieved by solving the following optimization problem:

max
ptx

R∑
r=1

M∑
m=1

log

(
1 +

pm,tx

γm,r

)
subject to ptx,min ≤ ptx ≤ ptx,max,

1T
Mptx ≤ Ptotalmax

.

(22)

We can observe that each waveform is broadcast to all the
communication receivers. This implies that the communication
information transmitted to all the receivers is the same; how-
ever, the channel conditions are not necessarily the same for
each communication receiver. Due to this fact, Shannon capac-
ity for each individual receiver can be different depending on
the channel conditions. The optimization problem (22) utilizes
the maximum allowable power and distributes it to all the JRC
transmitters based on the channel quality. In general, more
power is allocated to the transmitters that have better overall
channel conditions for the communication receivers. On the
other hand, the transmitters having poor channel conditions
are either largely ignored or allocated low power. Note that
the communication receivers having good channel conditions
benefit more under such a power allocation scheme. This can
be undesirable for the communication receivers that have poor
channel conditions but have critical importance. To fairly treat
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all users such that they are enabled with the same capacity, we
can formulate the following worst-case optimization problem:

max
ptx

min
r

M∑
m=1

log

(
1 +

pm,tx

γm,r

)
subject to ptx,min ≤ ptx ≤ ptx,max,

1T
Mptx ≤ Ptotalmax

.

(23)

The above maximin optimization maximizes the worst-case
capacity achieved by all communication receivers. Such ap-
proach tries to democratize the capacity distribution among
the communication receivers rather than achieving the sum
capacity maximization. This maximin problem is transformed
for efficient solution by the gradient-based solvers, that require
continuous first and second derivatives, allowing a rapid con-
vergence to the solution. The maximin optimization problem
(23) can be expressed in the following equivalent form:

max
ptx

z

subject to
M∑

m=1

log

(
1 +

pm,tx

γm,r

)
≥ z, ∀r

ptx,min ≤ ptx ≤ ptx,max,

1T
Mptx ≤ Ptotalmax

,

(24)

where z is an auxiliary variable representing the minimum
capacity achieved by all the communication users.

Depending on the communication objectives, either sum
communication capacity or worst-case communication capac-
ity can be used to evaluate the performance of overall com-
munication system. Sum communication capacity is important
when superior communication performance is desired for
the communication receivers with better channel conditions.
On the other hand, worst-case communication capacity is
important when each communication receiver must receive
the same communication capacity regardless of their channel
conditions.

V. COOPERATIVE POWER ALLOCATION FOR DISTRIBUTED
MIMO JRC

The optimal power allocation schemes expressed in Section
IV are designed for either radar-only or communication-only
operation. The resulting power allocation from these schemes
do not account for both radar and communication channel
conditions simultaneously and, therefore, are not optimized for
cooperative JRC system operations. In this section, we develop
cooperative resource allocation strategies for the JRC system
that simultaneously optimize both radar and communication
objectives. In this context, we consider radar as the primary
function of the JRC system, whereas the communication
operation is the secondary objective.

We present two resource allocation schemes for the JRC
system, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The first scheme uses a
shared approach where the waveforms transmitted by the dual-
purpose JRC transmitters are exploited by both radar and
communication systems. This is evident in Fig. 3(a) where
only one waveform is transmitted from the JRC transmit
antenna. Such strategy is useful when a limited number of
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(a) Transmission of shared waveform for radar and communication
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(b) Joint transmission of two waveforms respectively dedicated for
radar and communication tasks

Fig. 3: Transmission strategy at mth transmit antenna (m =
1, · · · ,M ) for distributed MIMO JRC system using shared
and dedicated waveforms.

orthogonal waveforms are available. In the second scheme,
the communication and radar subsystems exploit different sets
of waveforms that are respectively dedicated to these two sub-
systems without sharing the waveforms. This approach is more
flexible in the sense that the JRC system can change the radar
waveforms depending on the radar channel conditions and the
nature of target surveillance. This scheme is depicted in Fig.
3(b) where dedicated communication and radar waveforms are
transmitted from a single RF transmit chain. It is observed that
the transmit waveform emitted from each antenna is the sum
of two waveforms respectively dedicated for the radar and the
communication tasks.

A. Power allocation using the shared waveforms

In this resource allocation strategy, we assume that the radar
and communication subsystems exploit the same waveforms
simultaneously. The JRC system first employs the radar-centric
optimization problem (19) to achieve the best localization
MSE ηopt that can be achieved for the radar task. Subse-
quently, the JRC system decides the error flexibility parameter
γflex = ηflex/ηopt (0 ≤ γflex ≤ 1). Note that ηopt is
obtained using optimization problem (19) that provides the
best target localization performance, whereas ηflex ≥ ηopt is
the flexible localization error specified for the JRC system in
the cooperative scheme. A higher value of γflex favors the radar
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objective, whereas a lower value provides a higher flexibility
to optimize the communication function at the cost of reduced
target localization accuracy. In particular, when γflex = 1,
ηflex will be equal to ηopt, implying that the communication
objective is ignored and the overall precedence of the JRC
system will be to minimize the target localization error. On the
other hand, when γflex = 0, ηflex becomes zero and the sole
precedence of the JRC system is given to the communication
objectives. Generally, the JRC system is provided with the
worst-case acceptable target localization error in terms of ηflex.

We incorporate the communication objectives and total
power constraint in the optimization problem (21) to simulta-
neously satisfy both radar and communication objectives. This
results in the following optimization problem that maximizes
the sum capacity of the communication subsystem while
achieving localization MSE ηflex for the radar subsystem:

max
ptx

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

log

(
1 +

pm,tx

γm,r

)
subject to q− ηflexAptx ≤ 0,

ptx,min ≤ ptx ≤ ptx,max,

1T
Mptx ≤ Ptotalmax

.

(25)

Similarly, when the worst-case communication capacity is
used as the criterion, the optimization problem becomes

max
ptx

min
r

M∑
m=1

log

(
1 +

pm,tx

γm,r

)
subject to q− ηflexAptx ≤ 0,

ptx,min ≤ ptx ≤ ptx,max,

1T
Mptx ≤ Ptotalmax

.

(26)

The optimization problems (25) and (26) provide optimal
power allocation for distributed JRC transmitters under the
maximum allowable power constraint such that the localization
MSE for the radar operation is bounded by ηflex. At the
same time, the objective functions optimize the performance
of communication system by maximizing sum communication
capacity or worst-case communication capacity, respectively.
Note that the optimized power poptmtx

,∀m achieved by the
optimization problems (25) and (26) illustrates the respective
power for the transmit waveforms sm(t) that are shared by
both radar and communication systems. Since all the base
waveforms are known at the communication receivers for the
purpose of information transfer, this system does not allow
the flexibility of real-time radar waveform design depending
on the radar channel conditions and the nature of target.

B. Power allocation using the dedicated waveforms

In this resource allocation strategy, the radar and commu-
nication subsystems exploit different waveforms. These wave-
forms are designed to be orthogonal so that no interference
between them is considered. The use of separate waveforms
allows the JRC system to change the radar waveforms de-
pending on the radar channel conditions and the nature of the
target, independent of the communication requirements and
conditions. In other words, this flexibility of changing radar

waveforms does not affect the communication subsystem oper-
ation because the communication users exploit their dedicated
set of waveforms which are orthogonal to the radar waveforms.

Let Ψrad and Ψcom be the mutually exclusive sets, respec-
tively representing the dictionaries of radar and communica-
tion waveforms, such that Ψrad and Ψcom are subsets of Ψ.
All the waveforms in the dictionary set Ψ are assumed to
be orthogonal to each other. The transmit waveform from the
mth JRC transmitter is expressed as the combination of radar
waveform ψrad

m (t) and communication waveform ψcom
m (t), i.e.,

sm(t) = ψrad
m (t) + ψcom

m (t), (27)

where ψrad
m (t) ∈ Ψrad and ψcom

m (t) ∈ Ψcom.
Although this scheme is challenging in the sense that it

is difficult to extract a high number of orthogonal waveforms,
this strategy offers high flexibility in real-time radar waveform
design.

Consider two power vectors prad
tx and pcom

tx which re-
spectively represent the transmit powers for the radar and
communication waveforms from the JRC system, i.e.,

prad
tx = [prad1tx , p

rad
2tx , . . . , p

rad
Mtx

]T,

pcom
tx = [pcom1tx , p

com
2tx , . . . , p

com
Mtx

]T,
(28)

where pradmtx
and pcommtx

respectively represent the powers allo-
cated to waveforms ψrad

m (t) and ψcom
m (t), and ptx = prad

tx +
pcom
tx denotes the total power transmitted for both radar and

communication waveforms.
The JRC system first determines the optimal localization

MSE ηopt by employing the radar-centric optimization prob-
lem (19) and decides its flexibility parameter γflex that leads
to the localization MSE ηflex = ηopt/γflex. Subsequently, the
optimization problem (21) is modified to incorporate the com-
munication objectives and the total power constraint, resulting
in the following cooperative power allocation strategy that
maximizes the sum communication capacity while achieving
the target localization MSE less than ηflex:

max
prad

tx ,pcom
tx

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

log

(
1 +

pcomm,tx

γm,r

)
subject to q− ηflexAprad

tx ≤ 0,

ptx,min ≤ prad
tx + pcom

tx ≤ ptx,max,

1T
M (prad

tx + pcom
tx ) ≤ Ptotalmax .

(29)

Similarly, we can formulate the worst-case optimization prob-
lem that maximizes the minimum Shannon capacity achieved
by all the communication users as:

max
prad

tx ,pcom
tx

min
r

M∑
m=1

log

(
1 +

pcomm,tx

γm,r

)
subject to q− ηflexAprad

tx ≤ 0,

ptx,min ≤ prad
tx + pcom

tx ≤ ptx,max,

1T
M (prad

tx + pcom
tx ) ≤ Ptotalmax .

(30)

The use of dedicated waveforms for radar and commu-
nication tasks requires the JRC system be equipped with a
high number of orthogonal waveforms; however, this strategy
also provides flexibility to the JRC system allowing real-time
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radar waveform design. Moreover, the dedicated radar and
communication waveform scheme will split the power between
the two functions, rendering lower overall performance com-
pared to the case when the waveforms are shared by both
subsystems.

VI. EXTENSION TO MULTIPLE TARGET SCENARIO

In this section, we discuss the extension of the proposed
power allocation schemes for multiple-target scenarios. As-
sume that the ith target is located at the coordinate (xi, yi),
where i = 1, · · · , I represents the target index, and I is
the total number of targets. Using the RCS and channel
information hi,∀i and the estimated target locations, we can
readily calculate the parameters qi and Ai for each target by
exploiting Eq. (14) in the same manner as done for the single
target case. The following formulations can be employed for
the JRC power optimization problems in the presence of
multiple targets.

Similar to problem (25), localization MSE of ηi,achieve
can be achieved for the ith target, ∀i = 1, · · · , I , while
maximizing the communication throughput using the shared
waveforms as follows:

max
ptx

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

log

(
1 +

pm,tx

γm,r

)
subject to qi − ηi,achieveAiptx ≤ 0, i = 1, · · · , I,

ptx,min ≤ ptx ≤ ptx,max,

1T
Mptx ≤ Ptotalmax .

(31)
Similarly, the power optimization problem (26) for maximiz-
ing the worst-case communication capacity can be modified
as follows:

max
ptx

min
r

M∑
m=1

log

(
1 +

pm,tx

γm,r

)
subject to qi − ηi,achieveAiptx ≤ 0, i = 1, · · · , I,

ptx,min ≤ ptx ≤ ptx,max,

1T
Mptx ≤ Ptotalmax

.
(32)

For the JRC MIMO system exploiting the dedicated wave-
forms respectively for radar and communication subsystems,
the problem (29) for maximizing the communication capacity
can be formulated for the multiple target case as follows:

max
prad

tx ,pcom
tx

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

log

(
1 +

pcomm,tx

γm,r

)
subject to qi − ηi,achieveAip

rad
tx ≤ 0, i = 1, · · · , I,

ptx,min ≤ prad
tx + pcom

tx ≤ ptx,max,

1T
M (prad

tx + pcom
tx ) ≤ Ptotalmax .

(33)
Similarly, the power optimization problem (30) for maximiz-
ing the worst-case communication capacity using dedicated

radar and communication waveforms can be modified as
follows:

max
prad

tx ,pcom
tx

min
r

M∑
m=1

log

(
1 +

pcomm,tx

γm,r

)
subject to qi − ηi,achieveAip

rad
tx ≤ 0, i = 1, · · · , I,

ptx,min ≤ prad
tx + pcom

tx ≤ ptx,max,

1T
M (prad

tx + pcom
tx ) ≤ Ptotalmax

.
(34)

Ensuring the radar constraints in problems (31)–(34) can
sometimes lead to challenging situations. For example, if
the RCS and the channel gains of one target are too low
compared to the other targets, the JRC system will tend to give
higher precedence to the weaker target in order to improve its
localization performance, especially if the required localization
accuracy is the same for all the targets. This can lead to poor
localization performance for other targets even when they have
a large RCS and good channel conditions. In such situations, it
becomes important to intelligently select different ηi,achieve for
different targets depending on their RCS and channel gains.
It should also be noted that these approaches may not always
have a feasible solution if the desired MSE ηi,achieve cannot
be achieved for a subset of targets due to the varying channel
conditions and the constraints on the available power.

VII. INFORMATION EMBEDDING

Information embedding can be accomplished in several
ways. Inspired by the waveform diversity scheme [12] and
phase modulation scheme [15], we provide two simple infor-
mation embedding schemes for the distributed MIMO JRC
system as follows.

Let φm(t) = [φm,1(t), · · · , φm,K(t)]T represent the wave-
form dictionary matrix of K orthogonal waveforms available
to the mth transmitter. The mth transmitter employs an K×1
information vector bm, for m = 1, · · · ,M, representing the
information to be transmitted by the transmitter. The waveform
transmitted from the mth transmitter during a radar pulse is
given as

sm(t) = bT
mφm(t). (35)

The signal transmitted by the mth transmitter and received at
the communication receiver r is given by

scomm,r (t) =
√
βm,rpmtx

gm,rsm(t− κm,r) + wcom
m,r (t). (36)

Matched filtering at the rth communication receiver using the
kth orthogonal waveform results in the following output

yr,m,k =

{
ejθm,r,k g̃m,r + wr,m,k, if φm,k(t) transmitted,

wr,m,k, otherwise,
(37)

where ejθm,r,k is the received initial phase of the trans-
mit waveform φm,k(k) at the rth receiver, g̃m,r =√
βm,rpmtxgm,r is the received signal amplitude, and wr,m,k

is the noise term.
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A. Waveform Diversity

In this scheme, communication information is embedded
by each transmitter in the form of waveform selection. During
each radar pulse, the mth transmitter selects K̄m waveforms
(K̄m ≤ K) from its dictionary of available waveforms.
The transmit information in this case is represented by the
vector bm such that 1Tbm = K̄m for m = 1, · · · ,M . The
communication receivers apply match filter on the receiver
signal to estimate which set of waveforms is transmitted by
the JRC transmitters. An example of a simple scenario for this
case is when K = 2 and K̄m = 1.

B. Phase Modulation

In this scheme, communication information is embedded
in the form of the initial phase of transmit waveforms at
each transmitter. Each transmitter transmits K orthogonal
waveforms such that φm,1(t) denotes the reference waveform.
The K elements of information vector bm, for m = 1, · · · ,M,
are complex exponentials representing the initial phases of
respective waveforms transmitted by the transmitter. In other
words, the element bm,k, representing the kth element of bm,
is the transmit initial phase for φm,k(t). Each communication
receiver performs matched filtering and extracts the K − 1
phase symbols by employing ∠(bm,1/bm,k) = θk, where
k = 2, · · · ,K. In this context, the simplest information
embedding scenario occurs when K = 2.

Orthogonal waveform design is a challenging task in MIMO
radar [46]. As we can see from the above two information
embedding schemes, a total of KM orthogonal waveforms are
required for the distributed JRC system. For a large number of
transmitters, such a requirement can be difficult to satisfy. This
difficulty should be kept under consideration while designing
the JRC system.

Note that the Shannon capacity used to optimize commu-
nication system performance is a theoretical limit that cannot
be achieved in practice. There is typically a large gap between
the actual performance and capacity. However, this does not
mean that Shannon capacity is not useful. Irrespective of the
information embedding scheme, increasing Shannon capacity
generally results in improved communication system perfor-
mance either in the form of enhanced data rate or reduced
probability of error [47, 48]. The achieved data rate tends
to approach Shannon capacity as the information embedding
scheme becomes more sophisticated [48].

VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we investigate the performance of the
proposed JRC techniques using computer simulations. All
optimization problems were solved using CVX toolbox [49].

Consider a distributed JRC MIMO system consisting of
M = 5 isotropic transmitters located at (550, 600) m,
(291, 961) m, (18, 440) m, (428, 20) m, and (955, 280) m, re-
spectively, in the 2-D space. The distributed MIMO radar uses
N = 5 receive antennas located at (900, 553) m, (628, 975)
m, (85, 773) m, (133, 187) m, and (705, 51) m, respectively.
Two communication receivers are located at (50, 375) m and

(375, 60) m, respectively. Each transmitter can transmit a
maximum of 100 W power during each radar pulse, whereas
the maximum total allowable transmit power, Ptotalmax

, is
300 W. Moreover, the carrier frequency is assumed to be 6
GHz, and the parameter ξm = 1.83 × 104W−1m−2,∀m is
considered. Fig. 4 shows the arrangement of the distributed
JRC MIMO in the 2-D coordinate system.

The path loss coefficients βm,r for the communication sub-
system can be calculated using the relative location coordinates
of the distributed JRC MIMO system and the communication
receivers. The communication SNR is given as follows:

Λ =


0.0018 0.0018
0.7886 0.9467
12.9519 0.0040
1.2359 10.6520
0.5714 1.1375

 , (38)

where the (m, r)th element of Λ is given as [Λ]m,r =
βm,r|gm,r|2/σ2

m,r For the sake of simplicity, we assume
waveform diversity scheme with K̄m = 1 and K = 2.

A. Single Target Case:

First, we consider a point target located at (500, 500) m as
shown in Fig. 4. The magnitudes and phases of all elements of
the RCS vector h are assumed to follow Gaussian distribution.
The path loss coefficients αm,n for the target are computed
using the relative distance of target w.r.t. the distributed JRC
MIMO system. For the convenience of reproduction of the
simulation results, we provide the propagation gains resulting
from the setup in Fig. 4 as follows:

Υ =


38.52 1.76 103.32 1.57 7.74
2.10 0.10 6.19 0.09 0.44
0.40 0.02 1.18 0.02 0.08
18.09 0.83 53.67 0.76 3.53
0.44 0.02 1.33 0.02 0.09

× 10−9, (39)

where the (m,n)th element of Υ is given as [Υ]m,n =√
αm,nhm,n.
1) Radar- and Communication-centric Design: From the

simulation setting, it can be observed that the first transmitter
has overall the best channel conditions for the radar subsystem
and the worst channel conditions for the communication
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Fig. 4: Simulation layout for distributed JRC MIMO system.
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TABLE I: OPTIMIZED POWER ALLOCATION FOR INDIVID-
UAL RADAR AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Communication- Communication-
Radar- -centric -centric
centric max. sum capacity worst-case

(19) (22) (23)

ptx (W)


100
100
0

100
0




0
83.44
49.14
84.12
83.3




0
99.17
1.5
100
99.33


Ptotal (W) 300 300 300
√
η (m) √

ηopt = 2.24 4.60 4.25

ℜ (bits/sec/Hz) 30.39 50.66 46.93

TABLE II: COOPERATIVE POWER ALLOCATION FOR JRC
SYSTEM USING SHARED WAVEFORMS

Cooperative Cooperative
max. sum capacity (25) worst-case (26)

ptx (W)


99.43
56.06
29.90
61.75
52.86



97.34
65.96
1.47
72.62
62.61


Ptotal (W) 300 300
√
ηflex (m) 2.39 2.39

ℜ (bits/sec/Hz) 47.02 43.98

subsystem. This implies that the first transmitter plays the most
important role in localizing the target; however, it has the least
importance for achieving high communication capacity due to
the poor communication channels with both communication
receivers. It is also observed that the third transmitter has poor
channel conditions with the second communication receiver,
even though it has a very high channel gain for the first
communication receiver.

Table I shows the optimized power allocation profile for
radar- and communication-centric operations. For the radar-
centric case, it is observed that most of the transmit power
is allocated to the transmitters that have good radar chan-
nel conditions to obtain the lowest mean localization error√
ηopt = 2.24 m. The signals using such power allocation,

when used for communication purpose, result in a low sum
Shannon capacity of 30.39 bits/sec/Hz. On the other hand,
the communication-centric optimization that maximizes the
sum Shannon capacity allocates most of the power to the
transmitters with favorable communication channels. Con-
trary to that, communication-centric operation maximizing the
worst-case communication capacity allocates most power in
the channels that are equally good for both communication
receivers so as to achieve the same Shannon capacity for both
communication receivers. This is evidently demonstrated in
this example that, even though the third transmitter had the
best channel conditions for the first communication receiver,
least power is allocated to it due to its poor channel condi-
tions with the second communication receiver. Moreover, all
the communication-centric approaches result in a very high
localization error for the radar subsystem.

2) Joint Radar-Communications: Now we perform coop-
erative power allocation for the JRC system by keeping
the mean localization error

√
ηflex = 2.39 m for all the

simulations unless otherwise specified. Table II shows the
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Fig. 5: Communication capacities versus radar target localiza-
tion error for JRC power allocation schemes exploiting shared
waveforms for radar and communication functions.

results for cooperative JRC power allocation by exploiting
shared waveforms. It is observed that, contrary to radar-
and communication-centric designs, the cooperative design
achieves good performance for both radar and communica-
tion subsystems. It is evident that the cooperative design
proportionally allocates more power to the transmitters that
are good for both radar and communication tasks so as to
achieve the objectives of both subsystems. Fig. 5 shows the
performance of the cooperative JRC power allocation strategy
that trades off between the radar target localization error
and the communication Shannon capacity. The left and right
edges of all the curves respectively correspond to radar- and
communication-centric operations. The curves discontinue on

TABLE III: COOPERATIVE POWER ALLOCATION FOR JRC
SYSTEM USING DEDICATED WAVEFORMS AND SUM CAPAC-
ITY OPTIMIZATION (29)

Radar-only Communication-only Overall

Transmit
powers (W)

prad
tx =


100
0
0

81.76
0

 pcom
tx =


0

39.21
21.72
18.24
39.07

 ptx =


100
39.21
21.72
100
39.07


Total Power (W) 181.76 118.24 300
√
ηflex (m) 2.39 − 2.39

ℜ (bits/sec/Hz) − 40.72 40.72
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Fig. 6: Communication capacities versus radar target local-
ization error for JRC power allocation schemes exploiting
dedicated waveforms for radar and communication functions.

the right-hand side as the resulting power allocations at those
communication-centric points reach the worst-possible radar
localization error that could be achieved while using all the
available power.

Tables III and IV respectively show the results of the
cooperative JRC power allocation strategies exploiting dedi-
cated waveforms for sum and worst-case Shannon capacity
maximization. It is observed that most power for radar-
and communication-dedicated waveforms is proportionally
allocated to the channels that have respectively good con-
ditions. Moreover, the worst-case Shannon capacity maxi-
mization maximizes the minimum achieved capacity by the
communication receivers by allocating transmit power to the
transmitters that have equally good channel conditions for both

TABLE IV: COOPERATIVE POWER ALLOCATION FOR JRC
SYSTEM USING DEDICATED WAVEFORMS AND WORST-CASE
CAPACITY OPTIMIZATION (30)

Radar-only Communication Only Overall

Transmit
powers (W)

prad
tx =


100
4.15
0

80.04
0

 pcom
tx =


0

47.13
1.43
19.96
47.29

 ptx =


100
51.28
1.43
100
47.29


Total Power (W) 184.19 115.81 300
√
ηflex (m) 2.39 − 2.39

ℜ (bits/sec/Hz) − 38.07 38.07

receivers. Since the total power is split between radar and
communication waveforms for these schemes, the resulting
communication capacity is lower than the capacity achieved
by the JRC system exploiting shared waveforms for the same
target localization error.

Fig. 6 shows the performance of cooperative JRC power
allocation using dedicated waveforms with varying radar and
communication performance. The left and right edges of all
the curves respectively show the radar- and communication-
centric operation. In this case, the communication capacity
for radar-centric designs is 0, unlike Fig. 5, because all the
power is dedicated to radar waveforms to minimize the target
location error. Also note that all the curves do not have an edge
on the right-hand side because if all the power is allocated
to the communication-dedicated waveforms, the radar system
will have an infinite localization error as no power is allocated
for radar operation.

B. Multiple Target Case:

Consider a second target appearing at (50, 250) m which is
assumed to have the same RCS as the first target. Moreover,
the path loss coefficients of the second target can also be
calculated using its coarsely estimated location and the lo-
cation coordinates of the distributed JRC MIMO system. For
multiple target simulations, we desire all the targets to achieve
a localization MSE less than ηi,achieve ≤ 10 m2. Tables V and
VII show the achieved localization errors of the two targets
after solving their respective optimization problems.

Table V shows the results for cooperative JRC power
allocation by exploiting shared waveforms obtained from
problems (31) and (32). It is observed that the cooperative
design proportionally allocates more power to the transmitters
that have high gains towards both radar and communication
tasks in order to achieve the objectives of both subsystems.
Compared to the results depicted in Table II for the single-
target case, it is observed that more power is now allocated
to transmitter 3 because of the proximity of the second target
with the transmitter 3, resulting in a reduced propagation loss.
Therefore, the optimization problems (31) and (32) prioritize
transmitter 3 accordingly while achieving similar localization
errors and communication capacities as those obtained in the
single-target case. For a single-target case, it can be observed
from Table II that the transmitter 1 was allocated most of
the power due to its proximity with the first target. When the
second target is added in the scenario, Table V shows more
precedence given to transmitter 3 due to its proximity and

TABLE V: MULTI-TARGET COOPERATIVE POWER ALLOCA-
TION FOR JRC SYSTEM USING SHARED WAVEFORMS

Cooperative Cooperative
max. sum capacity (31) worst-case (32)

ptx (W)


67.36
42.75
90.95
56.8
42.13



67.49
43.56
91.15
55.51
42.26


Ptotal (W) 300 300
√
η1,achieve (m) 2.79 2.80

√
η2,achieve (m) 2.82 2.82

ℜ (bits/sec/Hz) 47.13 47.12
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TABLE VI: MULTI-TARGET COOPERATIVE POWER ALLO-
CATION FOR JRC SYSTEM USING DEDICATED WAVEFORMS
AND SUM CAPACITY OPTIMIZATION (33)

Radar-only Communication-only Overall

Transmit
powers (W)

prad
tx =


77.45
0

96.86
3.72
0

 pcom
tx =


0

39.42
3.13
40.13
39.28

 ptx =


77.45
39.42
100
43.86
39.28


Total Power (W) 178.03 121.96 300
√
η1,achieve (m) 3.09 − 3.09

√
η2,achieve (m) 3.05 − 3.05

ℜ (bits/sec/Hz) − 40.13 40.13

better channel conditions with the second target. Meanwhile,
the power allocated to transmitter 1 is still reasonable.

Tables VI and VII respectively show the results of the
cooperative JRC power allocation strategies exploiting dedi-
cated waveforms for sum and worst-case Shannon capacity
optimization problems. It is observed that most power for
radar- and communication-dedicated waveforms is allocated
to the channels that have better conditions for the respective
subsystems. Contrary to the single-target results depicted in
Table III, transmitter 3 is now allocated with more radar-
centric power because of its proximity to the second target.
Moreover, the total power shown in Tables VI and VII is
split between radar and communication tasks, so the resulting
communication capacity is lower than that achieved by the
JRC system exploiting shared waveforms, as depicted in Table
V.

Note that the desired target localization error in all the
multiple target simulations is less than √

ηi,achieve = 3.16
m. Since the radar function is the primary operation of the
JRC system, more precedence is given to satisfy the target lo-
calization performance metrics, described as radar constraints
in problems (31)–(34). We also observe that the localization
as well as the communication performance is better when
a shared waveform is used instead of dedicated waveforms.
This is because all available power can be used for both radar
and communication purposes when shared waveform is used,
resulting in better localization accuracy and communication
throughput.

Simulation results illustrate that the optimized JRC sys-
tems achieve better performance for the joint operation of
radar and communication subsystems compared to radar- and
communication-centric designs.

TABLE VII: MULTI-TARGET COOPERATIVE POWER ALLO-
CATION FOR JRC SYSTEM USING DEDICATED WAVEFORMS
AND WORST-CASE CAPACITY OPTIMIZATION (34)

Radar-only Communication-only Overall

Transmit
powers (W)

prad
tx =


77.97
0

97.36
0
0

 pcom
tx =


0

40.7
1.45
41.63
40.86

 ptx =


77.97
40.70
98.81
41.63
40.86


Total Power (W) 175.33 124.64 300
√
η1,achieve (m) 3.12 − 3.12

√
η2,achieve (m) 3.07 − 3.07

ℜ (bits/sec/Hz) − 39.35 39.35

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed different power allocation
schemes for distributed JRC MIMO systems that perform
both radar and communication functions simultaneously. We
exploited target localization error and Shannon capacity as the
performance metrics for the evaluation of radar and commu-
nication performance, respectively. Then, we presented radar-
and communication-centric resource allocation that serves
as the baseline to evaluate the resource allocation for the
cooperative JRC system. Two novel power allocation strategies
for cooperative JRC systems were discussed. First, we pre-
sented the power allocation for the JRC systems that exploit
shared waveforms for both radar and communication tasks.
Next, we discussed the power allocation problem for the JRC
systems that use a dedicated set of waveforms for radar and
communication functions enabling the JRC system to change
radar waveforms depending on the radar surveillance profile.
Simulation results were presented to illustrate the superior
performance of the proposed power allocation strategies.
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